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About This Game

Rum! What a pleasant taste, what a nice bright amber color, the drink of the gods is finally ours-… Where is the Rum!? Where
is the RUM!?

Suddenly all the rum has disappeared from the world and that drives everyone crazy. Mighty kings from the four corners of the
earth are launching their best ship and they are prepared to ram their enemies in order to get their rum!

Get ready to Ram for Rum!

DISCLAIMER

Currently, Rum Ram can be played only as a local multiplayer game, using 2 to 4 X-Box 360 controllers only (keyboard is not
supported for gameplay). This limitation is planned to be eliminated by the completion of developing.

We are going to use your feedback to prioritize improvements to the game, which means that the game will be changes in the
released version.
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Title: Rum Ram
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Lucid Ferret
Publisher:
Lucid Ferret
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i7-2820QM

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT555M

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

English
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We played it on a party and was really funny multiplayer game!

Pros:
- Total Party game! 4 controllers and prepair for Fun and drinks
- Total challenging (one guy rage quited)

Cons:
- Required controllers
- No single players (hope they will add single player)
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